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I- liilKODUCIION
The changing mission objectives and requirements plus
new weapons system concepts have generated the need to
reevaluate present forms and functions of aviator's personal
eguipment. Man is being called upon to perform multiple
roles of increasing comlexity while airborne and these roles
may impose conflicting requirements in personal eguipment.
The VTAS (Visual Target Acquisition System) concept applied
to air ccmoat manuvering requires substantial change in the
pilots protective helmet to meet system requirements.
Tradeoffs between impact and eye protection, sound
attenuation, size, weight, coramunxcation efficiency,
stability and peripheral visual field are imposed on the
flight helmet in the VTAS role [Ref.1]. Changes in the
oxygen mask and microphone system are under development to
meet the system priorities.
A present day problem has been tne inability of the
helicopter crew member to have reliable communication with
the pilots during VSKTKEP (Vertical Replenishment) and
hoisting operations due to very high outside ambient noise.
Tmproved communication from and within aircraft;
specifically, study of intelligibility of present equipment
both for helicopter to ground and helicopter to helicopter
was recommended to the Navy by CHABA (Committee on Hearing,
Bioacoustics and Biomechanics) [Ref.2].
An evaluation of an integrated microphone configuration
incorporated within the helmet shell was undertaken, with
the loregcrng VTAS, VERTEEP and hoisting problems in mind.
An integrated microphone would be useful when bulk and
inconvenicce of a room microphone would detract fj. om or
prevent mission performance or where slipstream or rotor
dewnwash effects would render conventional air conduction

tranducers unusuabie. Foremost consideration was whether
Mali's performance would be enhanced or degraded with
integrated personal equipment.
The evaluation procedures used in this study are
essentially a play off between an experimental bone
conduction microphone and a standard military air conduction
microphone.
The experimental microphone selected for tne comparison
evaluation was the HNL (High Noise Level) bone microphone as
supplied by SLTCOH Corporation of San Jose, California.
This microphone was described by the manufacturer as a high
noise level bone conduction microphone that is designed to
"feel" the vibrations of tne head when a person speaks and
to respond minimally to all other sounds. The manufacturer
also states that clear transmissions with good voice
recognition and signal-to-noise performance are possible in
noise levels as high as 115 dbA [fief. 3], The HNL was a
developed model of an earlier standard bone conduction
micropncne of the same manufacturer [Ref.4]. The HNL
micropnone was mounted in the center of a circular crown
sizing pad of an APH-6D flight nelmet modified in accordance
with the manufacturer himself. See figure 1-1. Figures 1-2
thur 1-4 show in greater detail the manufacturers patented
method cf mounting the microphone in a helmet. The
manufacturer clearly points out that the HNL microphone is a
vibration sensitive bone conduction tranducer and preamp
combination
.
SETCCH does a lot of frequency shaping in its preamp to
overcome the loses in the higher frequencies (see Chapt.
II. D.) so that its output looks much the same as that of
the M-67/AIC microphone. This simularity is shown in figure
1-5 and 1-G. These figures are the results of playing two
different tape recordings into a "bruel Jaer Type 3347
fieal-Time 1/j Octjve Band Analysiser". The first recording
(figure 1-5) had the; word "twenty" recorded on it by the
M-87/AIC and the HNL micro phono . the second recording
10

(figure 1-6) was made up of a list ox eight different words
recorded twice, once with each micropnone. Both recordings
were make inside a HU- 1 helicopter with all the doors
closed. Ihe amount of shaping is Company Confidential and
SETCOM would not release this information for print in this
paper.
The HKL microphone was compared with a standard M-87/AIC
bocm mounted dynamic lip micropnone. The "Kreul Et Al
Modified finyme Test" word list [Ref.5] was used to evaluate
the intelligibility of both systems while being exposed to
the interior and exterior helicopter noise as the evaluation
criterion.
The M-87/AIC microphone (FSN 59b5-755-4643) was
developed as a noise cancelling dynamic microphone for the
United states Air Force and it is currently being used by
all the Armed Forces as their primary aircraft microphone.
The M-87/AIC is manufactured by Electro- Voice, Inc.
11

figure 1-1. HhL Microphone Mounted in an APH-6C
12





























Jr'iguie 1-5. recording of the WoLd "Twenty"
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figure 1-6. Recording of Eight Different Word:
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II. PROBLEMS WITH VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
A. SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY
Command control of Navy ships and aircraft depends to a
major extent on the effectiveness of their communications
systems. Demands on these systems increase as new weapons
systems and tactics are introduced and ambient noise levels
become higher. Too often, voice intelligibility is only
marginal to say the least. The factors that affect speech
intelligibility can be broken down into four major
categories; those associated with (1) the person sending the
message, (2) his equipment, (3) his environment, and (4) the
message content [Ref.9].
1. Personal
Personal factors known to degrade speech
intelligibility include regional dialects, poor enunciation
or vocal articulation habits, and inadequate training in the
special procedures and phraseologies associated with the
equipment or the mission.
2 • Equipment
The design features of present day equipment are
known to degrade intelligibility by creating noise and
distortion. This plus the requirements of minimum bandwidth
does net lend itseif to good message transmissions.
Reducing noise and increasing bandwidths are expensive, and
tradeoffs between expense and intelligibility are a serious
consideration. Distortion often results from speech
processing schemes wnich are introduced to overcome noise or
to cake more efficient use of available power. Distortion
of another sort is created by lite-support equipment
necessary for high-altitude flight, such as the oxygen mask
18

worn by aircraft crew members. This enclosure over the
mouth and nose creates an unnatural cavity in which to talk.
3* Environment
Environmental conditions known to degrade
intelligibility are ambient acoustic and electrical noise,
which create diversions from assigned tasks (like flying an
aircraft) and puts more unwanted stress on the performer.
*• • Kessa^ e Content
Message parameters which degrade intelligibility
include large vocabularies, reports of unusual events with
seldom-used words or phrases, and short words or phrases
vice grammatical sentences and polysyllabic words.
This study will only address the equipment (mainly
microphones) and environmental portions of this critical
problem, specifreally, those transmissions between crew
members cf helicopters over the ICS (Internal Communication
System)
.
B. hIGH NOISE ENVIRONMENT
The primary problem with communications in military
vehicles is the high noise environment which they operate
in. See Table I. As an example Figure 2-1 shows some
typical spectra for two types of military aircraft. The
exterior noise spectrum for the OV-IA twin-turbine
surveillance aircraft shows that in this case the greatest
ambient and also the greatest ear damage risk occurs at low
frequencies. However, for the CH-47A helicopter at cruise
power the predominant ambient noise occurs in the mid to
high freguency region. An estimated envelope or maximum
military noise exposure level was obtained by combining the
data for the two aircraft [Ref.10].
19
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The Walsh-Healey Criterion as applied by the Department
of Labor is directed at an eight hour - exposure determined by
the length of a typical working day. The Army Surgeon
General has stated that an 85 dbA (equivalent) level is more
appropriate for military personnel because on the average
the exposure duration will probably be greater than eight
hours. Ihe estimated noise spectrum limits for this crition
are also shown in Figure 2-1.
The problem of nigh interior noise levels in aircraft is
not just peculiar to the Army's inventory, but it is also
found in all of the Armed Force's aircraft. In the
helicopter this problem is compounded with very high
exterior ambient noise caused by the rotor system and other
related effects (rotor downwash, slipstream, etc.). One of
the main reasons that this is a serious problem to the
helicopter community is the missions (VEBTKEP, hoisting,
etc.) that they are tasked with. Communication between crew
members is essential to the successful completion of these
missions. During these missions at least one crew member is
always exposed to the outside ambient noise. This noise
level usually exceeds the design limits of his noise
cancelling microphone thus making communication difficult if
net impossible. The seriousness of this problem is well
known to every helicopter pilot and crew member plus it is
also on file at the Naval Safety Center, Norfolk, Virginia
in the form cf aircraft accidents, incidents, and ground
accident reports [Eef.6]. This inability to have reliable
cemmunica tion in the environment which helicopters work has
cost many lives and dollars tnrougnout the history of
aviation
.
This communication problem is also present with aircraft
ground handling crews (taxi directors, all aircraft carrier
flignt deck personnel, etc.) of all types of aircraft.
22

C. MICROPHONE HISIORY IN AVIATION
Throughout the history of aviation there have been many
attempts to build microphones or a complete communication
system tc resolve this problem of communication in high
ambient ncise. For the crew member of a helicopter the
greatest portion of the exterior ambient noise is wind
noise.
1 • Zi£2t Gene rat ion Vi brati on microphones
Air moving over a standard lip microphone is one of
the worlds best "VJhite Noise" generators thus making
filtering almost impossible. The next concept devised was
to shield the microphone from the ambient noise. It was
then determined that an easy way to shield the microphone
from the wind was to build one that was not pressure
sensitive. From this idea came the vibration sensitive
microphone. After performing sound surveys of the human
skull it was determined that the throat gave the strongest
vibration signal, but it did not have a flat frequency
response. As a result of this survey and the principle that
"the most must be the best", the throat microphone came into
being in the late 1940's. As with most new designs the
faults in the system are always noted after it's built and
the throat microphone was no exception. The two biggest
drawoacks were; first, it became uncomfortable to wear for
long periods of time because it had to be held tight against
the throat in order to operate properly and the second was
due to the uneven frequency response of the microphone (no
high frequency response) which made it hard to understand
the speaker. In human speech the lips is where you get the
final forming of words therefore, the further the microphone
pick up is from the lips tne more unnatural and unclear it
is going to sound.
23

2. Second Generation Vibration Microp hones
During the development of the second generation of
vibration microphones it was noted that the head provided a
harder bone structure which in turn provided a better high
frequency response than the throat, but the intensity of the
vibrations was much less. The best frequency response was
found to be from the cheek bone.
These second generation vibration microphones acguired
many different names such as "Top of the Head lissue
Microphone", "Bone Knockers", "Head Contact Microphone", and
"Bone Conduction Microphone", for the remainder of this
paper they all will be referred to as bone conduction
microphones.
D. BONE CONDUCTION MICROPHONES
Bone conduction microphones were first patented in the
early 1950's by General Dynamics arid are now being produced
in all shapes and sizes by numerous companies such as Dyna
Magnetic Devices, Inc. and SEICOM Corporation.
Bone Conduction microphones operate from energy
generated by auditory vibrations of the bones in the head.
The microphone transducer is generally a sensitive, low mass
accelerometer in intimate contact with the head to pick up
the bone vibrations and generate output signals responsive
to the auditory vibrations. In many applications the
microphone is used by persons who require the use of both
hands and in relatively noisy environments. Normally, in
such environment the microphone is used in conjunction with
some type of head gear such as industrial hard hats, fire,
motorcycle, riot and police heiments.
The early bone conduction microphones had serious
limitations in such applications. They were adversely
affected by ambient noise transmitted through the air or
tbrougii the head gear from whicn they .supported. Their size
24

and shape cake it difficult and often impossible to mount
the transducers in the head gear and so in many instances
when mounted render the head gear uncomfortable. In some
instances transducers mounted in the head gear are hazardous
in that a hard blow to the head gear may drive the
transducer into the head and cause injury. The audio
quality is in general, poor because the transducer is not
held in intimate contact with the head with sufficient
pressure to pick up high frequency vibrations whereby high
freguency sound is not effectively reproduced.
NASA, prior to the Apollo Program, did an extensive
study en bone conduction microphones. They had planned to
use this type of microphone in one of the early space suits.
The reason it was not used is that the test results showed
that the microphone would not pick up the "s" sound (high
freguency) and that there was very little voice recognition.
In Hay of 1971 the Navy did a comparative
intelligibility evaluation with a bone conduction microphone
made by Byna Magnetic Devices, Model D551-100 and a standard
Navy noise cancelling dynamic M95A/UR lip microphone [Ref.
7]. The results of this report showed that the bone
conductior microphone intelligibility was about thirteen
per cent poorer than that of the standard lip microphone.
This report, in the discussion section, also pointed our,
"While tne particular prototype microphone chosen for
comparative evaluation did not offer improved
intelligibility, further trials of developmental transducers
should be undertaken. An integrated contact microphone
offers considerable operational appeal for certain
applications such as VTAS, ir communications performance is





Following the recommendations of Ref. 7, a comparative
evaluation was conducted between the HNL bone conduction
microphone, made by SETCOM Corporation of San Jose,
California, and the Armed Forces Standard noise cancelling
Dynamic M-67/AIC lip microphone , made by Electro- Voice,
Inc. The M-87/AIC was tested with and without a foam wind
screen cover.
The evaluation was carried out in accordance with the
procedures set forth by the American Standards Association
[Ref. 8] with exception that the "Kreul Et Al Modified Rhyme
Test" was used in place of the P3-50 word list. This
modification was done because the conclusions ofRef.9 stated
the Modified Rhyme Test of House, el al, was found to be the
most acceptable speech intelligibility test for military
aircraft. A copy of this word list can be seen in figure
3-1. There are two reasons for this change; first it takes
for less time to train the participants and second a shorter
time to conduct the actual test, while the results provide
the same accuracy of the PB-50 word list. The test
procedures basically consists of two parts: the recording
phase and the listening phase.
A. BECOBEING PHASE
1. Test Conditions
Iwc comparative microphone test conditions were
evaluated: (1) the microphone exposed to outside ambient




a. Cutside Ambient Noise
The conditions of high exterior noise levels was
acheived ty having the talkers secured by a safety belt in
the after station of a UH-1 helicopter with the side door
open. This was done so that his head and torso could project
out into the airstream and rotor downwash during forward
flight, simulating conditions that crewmen experience during
hoisting and VERTREP operations. See Figure 3-2. Curing
this test condition the helicopter was operated at 88
percent power, 60 to 65 knots forward speed at 1000 feet
altitude. Ihe outside noise level was 110 dhA. The
exceptence Sound level Surveys for the HU-1 helicopter
conducted by Patuxent River Test Center are shown in Table
II and Table III.
b. Quiet Environment
Ihe second condition, a quiet environment, was
acheived by using a vacant classroom for the talkers to do
their recording.
2. Taping
The word lists were recorded on a Hagnavox Model
1V9011 tape recorder operated at 3 3/4 per second. An
adapter was fabricated to connect the microphone directly to
the "mic" input of the tape recorder. This direct
connection was used so that only the microphones were being




Iwo talkers (A and B) were used during both cf the
environment conditions. Talker A always used word lists 1,
2, and 3 while talker B always used lists 4, 5, and 6, but
they did not always use them in that order. The exact order
in which they were used is shown in Table IV. It also
27

listening phase. The talkers were selected and trained in
accordance with fief. 8. The carrier phase which was used
with each of the words on the Modified Rhyme Test was
"Number
,
would you circle the word now." The
phrases were said at a rate of 15 phrases per minute.
E. LISTENING PHASE
The listeners were made up of ten people aged 24 through
33 with a mean age pf 27.1 years from all walks of life and
of both sexes. All subjects were judged to have bilaterally
normal hearing in accordance with Ref.8. Each person
evaluated the talkers in both of the environments by
listening tc the tape recording on MX-2508/AIC head set as
it was played back on the same tape recorder that was used
in the taping phase, in a quiet environment. The
MX-2508/AIC head set is the standard Armed Forces head set
used by pilots in aircraft where helmets are not reguired
and by maintenance (Avonics) personnel for testing
communication equipment. The evaluators were given modified




EXHIBIT 10: KREUL ET AL MODIFIED RHYME TEST ANSWER SHEETS.





































































































































































3. sag 4. sack
6. sat 2. s ass
5. sap 1. sad
32.
6. pay 1. way
4. gay 2. nay
3. say 5. day
37.
5. team 6. teak
3. tease 2. tear
1. teach 4. teal
42.
S. lane 6. lame
4. lace 3. lav
2. lake 1. late
47.
1. pin 5. din
2. sin 3. tin
6. [In 4. win
3.
2. vest 6; rest
1. nest 4. test
5. best 3. west
8.
3. rust 4. must
2. just 5. gust
6. dust 1. bust
13.
3. hold 6. cold
4. fold 5. g..ld
2. told 1. sold
18.
3. pace 5. pale
1. page 4. pay
6. pave 2. pane
23.
6. pan 3. pang
4. pad 1. pass
2. pat 5. path
28.
3. gun 2. nun
b. run 1. Bun
5. bun 4. fun
33.
3. den 2. pen
4. hen 6. men
1. ten 5. then
38.
3. Bub 4. sun
<< sung 5. sup
1. sud 2. sura
43.
2. oeach 3. beat
1. bean 6. beak
5. bod 4. beam
48.
1. 1 ah 4. tang
2. t.la 3. tarn





































































































































































































5. fed 3. red
2. shed 6. wed
4. bed 1. led
45.
1. seep 4. seed
i. seem 3. 9eetlie
2. seen 6. seek
50.







Figure 3-1. Kreul Et Al Modified Rhyme Test
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RADIUS ANGULAR POSITION DEGREES
FEET 30 60 90 120 150 180
12.5 110 112 N.G. N.O. N.O. 115 119
25 107 111 114 115 113 115 116
50 102 109 109 109 110 111 113
100 103 104 105 111 110 105 106
200 97 97 100 103 102 101 101
50' HOVER UH-1
CIFCLE
RADIUS ANGULAR POSITION DEGREES
PEET 30 60 90 120 150 180
12.5 106 105 105 106 108 108 106
25 105 105 103 106 104 108 113
50 102' 106 108 107 106 107 105
100 103 103 1Q4 108 103 102 105
200 101 97 9 8 104 103 102 102
Iable II. HU-1 External Noise Levels at











































FREQUENCY PILOT COPILOT FLT ENG CREWMAN
OVERALL 95 95 100 IOC
20-75 85 84 88 90
75-150 86 86 86 87
150-300 84 88 87 88
.300-600 84 84 88 88
600-1200 84 83 90 89
1200-2400 84 84 92 90
2400-4600 8a 90 94 95
4800-10,000 77 77 83 84
Table III. HU-1 Internal Noise Levels at








MICROPHONE A B A B
M-87/AIC 1 5 2
i
6
M-87/AIC+i 2 4 3 5
HNL 3 6 1 4
1 M-87/AIC with Foam Hind Screen
Table IV. Random Word List Order
3 3

EXHIBIT 10: KREUL ET AL MODIFIED RHYME TEST ANSWER SHEETS.







































































































































































































































































The results of the comparitive tests. Table V, shows
very clearly that toe M-87/AIC+ microphone turned out to be
the best microphone because of its high mean score and a
small standard deviation in both the guiet and noisy
environment.
The foam windscreen of the M-87/AIC+ cuts down on the
turbulent airflow ever the microphone thus reducing a large
amount of the ambient noise while smoothing out the pops and
other harsh sounds of the talker and the wind.
The idea of using a foam windscreen over a microphone to
reduce outside ambient noise (mainly wind noise) is not
original. It has been used by the motion picture industry
and TV companies in their outside work for many years.
The i1-87/AIC + microphone is in the supply system under
EV 693-8417, FSN 5965-181-0213 and can be ordered from the
Defense Electronics Supply Center, Dayton, Ohio. The name
M-87/AIC+ is not the offical name of this microphone, but
the results ci Eef.11 proves that the EV (Electro Voice) 693
microphone is the same as the M-87/AIC plus a foam
windscreen, thus the author came up with the nick name of
M-87/AIC+.
The EV 693 (M-87/A1C+) costs approximately $12.00 while
tne M-87/AIC only costs $7.00. A M-87/A1C can be easily
converted to a EV 693 by simply putting about 50 cents worth
of foam ruhber over the M-87/AIC. This process will save
ever $4.50 per co^y.
The results of this test also shows that the HNL
microfnone remained almost constant during both phases of
tnis test and it's mean in tiie noise environment wat only
.3a leos t)i in tii at of the W-8 7/AIC, out the s.D. was almost
one percent greater. The closeness of these results
35

indicate that further comparative studies and analysis
should be preformed on the HNL microphone because the bone
conduction microphone has many advanges over the standard
boom type microphone as already stated in the earlier
sections cf this paper.
It is further recommended that these further tests be
operation type tests and that all the evaluators (listeners)
be pilcts or aircrew members because they are more
accustomed to listening to message traffic in this type of
environment and at a faster rate than what the normal person


















A B A B A 6 A 6 A B A B
96 96 92 96 100 98 96 100 92 94 90 94
1 94 88 92 90 100 96 94
in i
96 86 82 82 92
2 94 94 92 96 98 100 96 98 82 68 88 96
3 9£ 96 92 66 100 96 94 94 94 94 84 92
4 98 94 92 90 100 100 94 94 94 92 88 96
5 96 94 90 90 100 9 8 92 94 66
i
100 86 92
6 96 96 94 92 100 96 94 96 86 94 94 96
7 96 92 96 oO 98 98 96 88 92 92 86 96
8 9e 96 96 93 100 100 9 8 94 96 98 92 94
9 96 92 92 90 100 96 96 9 6 94 94 92 96
MEAN=95.1 MEAN=91.7 MEAN=98.8 MEAN=95.0 MEAN=91.7 ME AN = 9 1.4
S.C.=2.47 S. D.^3.85 5. D. = 1.51
i
S. D.=2.47 S.D. = 4. 7 4 S.D. =4.45
S.D. - UNBIASED ESTIMATE CF THE TRUE STANDARD DEVIATION
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